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Before Reading

Too Small 

SKILLS
•  Phonics: Long a, Vowel Pairs 

ay, ai
•  Comprehension: Character
•  Vocabulary: brother, start, idea, 

double, trouble 
• Fluency: Expression

GRL: D  
Word Count: 69 

Summary: Two 
older boys introduce 
their little brothers 
to each other so 
everyone has a 
playmate. 

Build Background/Access Prior 
Knowledge Preview the 
cover and title with children. 
Point out that this story is about 
two big brothers and two little 
brothers. Ask children to tell 
about their own experiences 
with younger or older siblings. 
Use the T-Chart on page 32 of 
the Program Overview Guide to 
show children’s responses to these 
questions. 

• What things do big brothers like to play with?

• What things do little brothers like to play with?

Set Purpose Help children set a purpose for 
reading, such as: I will read to find out what the 
brothers in the story do. 

More Pre-Reading Activities
Comprehension: Character Preview the 
comprehension skill with children. Say: A character 
is a person or animal in a story. You can find out 
about characters by thinking about what they say 
and do. Have children use the front cover of the book 
to predict who the story characters are. Remind them 
to pay attention to what the characters say and do. 
Have children find the answer to this question as they 
read: Which character is too small?

Vocabulary Write the vocabulary words on the 
board: brother, start, idea, double, and trouble. 
Provide an explanation of each word, such as: A 
brother is a boy or man in your family who has the 
same parent or parents as you do. Ask the following 
questions to help children interact with the words.

•  Why is it nice to have a brother or a sister? If you 
had a baby brother, what could you teach him?

•  How did you start your day this morning? What 
have you started to learn about in school?

•  What is a good idea for saving paper? What is a 
good idea for having fun on a rainy day?  

•  What is a double scoop of ice cream? What does 
it mean to double something? 

•  Is it ever good to be in trouble? What can you do 
to stay out of trouble at home and at school?
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Too Small

During Reading

Comprehension: Read the Story Have 
children read Too Small. Use prompts, such as the 
following, to guide reading.

 2–3  Who came over to play with Matt? What 
do you think the boys are going to play?

 4–5  Why do you think Tom wants to play with 
his older brother?

 6–7   Why does Matt say that Tom can’t play with 
him? What do you think Matt means by 
“too small”?

 8–9   Why does Tom start to cry? Do you think 
the older boys will change their minds?

 10–11  Who has an idea? What do you think 
Charlie’s idea is?

 12–13  Where does Charlie go? What do you think 
he is getting at home?

 14–15  Who does Charlie bring to Matt’s house? 
What do you think about Charlie’s idea?

 16  What does Matt mean when he says 
“double trouble”?

Phonics Mini-Lesson:  
Long a, Vowel Pairs ay, ai 
•  Point to the word play on page 2. Read the word 

aloud, and have children repeat after you. 

•  Point out the ay spelling pattern of long a. Say: The 
letters ay in play stand for the long a sound. Long a 
says /ā/. Have children say play, /ā/. 

•  Have children look at page 10. Ask: What word 
on this page has the long a sound? Explain that in 
wait, the letters ai stand for the long a sound. 

Make Connections Have children read the 
story a second time independently. Then use the 
following prompts to help children make connections 
and deepen comprehension.

•  Was there a time when someone said you were too 
small? What happened? How did you feel?

•  What are some things you like to do with a 
younger brother, sister, or friend? What do you like 
to do with an older brother, sister, or friend?

•  What is a problem that you helped a friend solve? 
What did you do to help? 

Differentiate Instruction 
Below Level Review consonant digraphs with 
children. Write ch, sh, and th in three columns on the 
board. In the first column, print the word chin and 
underline the ch. Say: Chin begins with the consonant 
digraph ch. A consonant digraph is two consonants 
together that stand for one sound. The letters ch in 
chin stand for /ch/. Write the word shoe in the sh 
column and the word think in the th column. Call on 
volunteers to read the words aloud and underline the 
consonant digraphs. Have children find words in the 
story that have ch, sh, or th, and add them to the lists 
on the board. (Charlie, brother, them, they, shut)

On Level Have children use the Flow Chart on 
page 31 of the Program Overview Guide to map the 
main events of the story. Ask children to work with a 
partner to complete the flow chart, making sure the 
events are listed in the order they happened. After 
children have completed their flow charts, have them 
check their work by rereading the story. 

Above Level Call attention to the words small  
(p. 6) and little (p. 14). Tell children that these words 
are synonyms. Say: Synonyms are words that mean 
almost the same thing. Big and large are synonyms. 
Pretty and beautiful are synonyms. Have children 
work together to list pairs of synonyms. Ask them to 
share and compare their word lists.

 English-Language Learners:  
 Language Transfer In Spanish, 

Hmong, and Vietnamese, adjectives follow the 
nouns they modify. Speakers from these language 
backgrounds may say We have a house big rather 
than We have a big house. Write these story 
sentences on the board: Matt had a little brother 
called Tom. “Here is my little brother, Jim,” said 
Charlie. Draw a line under little brother in each 
sentence. Explain that in English the word little comes 
before the word it tells about, not after. Write the 
frame  brother on the board. Have children 
suggest other words that could be used to describe a 
brother. Write each phrase, putting the adjective first, 
and ask children to read it aloud with you.
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Interactive Online Stories After Reading

Fluency: Expression Tell children that good 
readers read aloud with expression. Say: Expression 
in reading is how you use your voice to show or 
express feelings. Reading with expression makes a 
story more interesting to listen to. Model reading 
the text on page 6 with no expression. Then model 
reading the same text with appropriate expression. 
Have children echo read the story after you, focusing 
on reading with expressive voices. 

Center Activity: Math Equip the center with 
manipulatives of different sizes, lengths, and heights. 
Have index cards in the center with the following 
labels: small, smaller, smallest; big, bigger, biggest; 
long, longer, longest; tall, taller, tallest. Have children 
select three manipulatives and one set of comparison 
cards. Ask them to put one of the three cards next 
to each object to show the size relationships of the 
selected objects. 

 Assessment: Comprehension 
 Distribute the Performance Assessment 

Blackline Master, which assesses children’s 
comprehension of character. You may wish to have 
children complete it in class or use it as a take-home 
worksheet. Read the directions aloud and explain the 
activities. 

Check answers. Item 1, children should put an X on 
Tom. Item 2, children should circle He is too small. 
Item 3, children should circle Charlie. 

Home/School Connection Family members 
can use the suggested questions and activities on 
the inside back cover of the student book to develop 
literacy at home. You may also copy and send home 
the Take-Home Letters in the Program Overview 
Guide. A unique feature of this program is the 
Interactive Online Stories. These are ideal for children 
to follow along with and read to family members. 
Visit www.sundancepub.com/literactive. 

Visit www.sundancepub.com/literactive for 
Interactive Online Stories that engage children 
and enhance learning. Here are some tips and 
suggestions for using the Interactive Online Stories  
in the classroom.

Phonics: Long a, Vowel Pairs: ay, 
ai The online stories offer struggling readers the 
benefit of a sound-by-sound analysis of each word 
by simply clicking on it. Have children read the story 
on the computer with “voice” on. Ask them to click on 
the ay and ai words to hear them sounded out. Tell 
children to repeat the words after the computer voice.

Vocabulary Write brother, start, idea, double, 
and trouble on the board. While children read 
online, have them find a vocabulary word and click 
on it to listen to it in isolation. Then have children 
copy the words onto a sheet of paper and draw a 
picture or write a short definition for each word.

Fluency: Expression Have children read 
along with the story online. Ask them to repeat each 
sentence after the computer voice. Remind children to 
focus on reading with expressive voices. The “repeat” 
feature can be used to help children read and reread 
text until they develop fluency.

 English-Language Learners 
 Spanish-speakers who have difficulty 

understanding the story in English can use the  
online Spanish translations of the words.
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Too Small 
1.   Color each story character below. Then put 

an X on the character who has a problem. 

3.   Circle the name of the character who solves the 
problem.

 Matt Charlie Tom  Jim

2.   Circle the sentence that tells the character’s 
problem.

He is too big.  

He is too tall.

He is too small. 

He is too old.
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